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On Graduation, Bar Exams, & Social Disease

Backstage before the Commencement Exercises.

by Peter Hill
Anti-climatic! - It's really
anti-climatic! Having heard
this comment several times
immediately prior to the
WMCL
graduation
on
January 10, 1977, I confirmed
a belief that I had held from
mid-semester on but was
reluctant to verbalize for
fear people would think me
brash and undeserving. It
was encouraging to hear
someone else reach the same
conclusion. Perhaps, and I
certainly hope, the real
significance of the day will
fall in place at some point in
mid-career when the events
and experiences of youth
somehow slide into proper
perspective and in retrospect
seem natural and orderly.

There always seems to be
an inverse relationship
between solemnity and
humor and graduations are
no exception. On occasions
when a proper and respectfully solemn attitude is
required, invariably the wag
masters trot out their sight
gags and one-liners. It's as if
light heartedness suddenly
becomes a social disease
that everyone clamors to
have. Back stage of the 1977
WMCL graduation seemed
more like the audience warm
up for "The Tonight Show."
In reality the convulsive
reaction of graduation is
most logically explained as a
kind of let down caused by
the realization that three and
one half years of an epic
struggle are finally ended.
Perhaps, the giddy outburst
was also attributable to

anticipation
and
the access to the profession, of
this writer with his comrealization that having come keeping unqualified
ments about WMCL's being a
this far, the biggest hurdle is pretenders from practicing
"part-time" law school and
still ahead. As if some kind of the law or at least,
by making a strained
~ruel! sadistic i<?ke is meant, theoretically, from holding comparison between the
the bar exam looms as the themselves out as such. And quality and scholastic ability
Mt. Everest of the law to demonstrate our gratitude of evening and day students
students career. Run the for the benefit of the bar he had taught.
hurdles of boredom and examination, after we pass
Hachey's remarks were
inanity of many law school it, and past performance
timely and humorous and
courses; jump through the indicates
about
ninety caught the spirit of the
hoops of deadlines and ad- percent will pass the first
crowd. I must confess that I
ministrative regulations; attempt, we will be asked to
did not attend the post
make the supreme effort pay our dues to the union. graduation social-tea, but
lunge for the tape. You've But so much for the concept I'm sure it was tasteful.
made it. You graduated from of professionalism.
The graduation was to use
law school. You've had your
Much of the backstage a worn out phrase, "not an
ticket punched. Yet, hold it! humor
disappeared
as end, but a beginning." It was
That race was only a students assembled for the a solemn and happy ocpreliminary to the main march into the auditorium
casion. Those who found
event, The Marathon. Two and the ceremony. The
humor back stage and in the
days of a mental trip to the graduation itself was a
exercise now face the reality
archives. Dredge up the little splendid
exercise
in of the bar exam, and there is
known topics and forgotten decorum. Robert Meserve,
really nothing funny about it.
maxims tha.t you skipped
as guest speaker, did a The preliminaries are over,
blithely through three and respectable job but sucon to the main event.
one half years ago.
ceeded in rankHng at least
And for those of you interested in Oriental tortures,
the marathon is preceded by
six weeks of mental conditioning in which each
contestant tests his ability to
master
self-doubt
and
depression. Can I pass the
bar
exam?
The
psychological testing
preceding the bar exam is
probably worse than the
exam
itself.
The
ego
destruction accompanying a
failure could mark the
psyche for life. The bar exam
is a very personal confrontation. But we should all
keep in mind that it is the I to r: Dean Bruce Burton, Board of Trustees President; Judge
union's way of restricting Ronald Hachey; and Mr. Robert Meserve, Esq., commencement
speaker.

Court Rules Pregnancy Not Disab~lity
Comment by

bulging tummy
is inherently suspect.
Pregnant? Maybe.
Suspect class? No.
GILBERT V. GENERAL
ELECTRIC (45 U.S.L.W.
4031, December 7, 1976} was
not a constitutional case.
Confused? So was the court.
Half the Gilbert opinion is
devoted to rehashing the
constitutional issues of
pregnancy disability benefits
as previously decided under

Geduldig v. Aiello.
In Geduldig, the Court was
trying to tell us that women
are not entitled to be women
under the 14th amendment.
That is, an employer could

discriminate against you if
you got pregnant.
The 14th amendment
prohibits
discrimination
based on suspect classes.
Frontinero aside, the Court
has consistently held that sex
is not a suspect class under
the constitution.
TITLE VI I of the Civil
Rights
Act
of
1964
specifically prohibits employment discrimination on
the basis of sex. Employers
violate the Act by failing to
have equal hiring policies,
equal promotion standards,
or equal fringe benefits.
In Gilbert the Court is
apparently trying to tell us
that women are entitled to
equal protection under Title
VII only when we're not
pregnant.
Geduldig, Gilbert. Same
difference.
Dissenting,
Justice
Stevens maintained there

was a difference: "the
constitutional holding in
Geduldig does not control the
question of statutory interpretation presented by
this case."
So much for the difference.
In
Gilbert,
General
Electric had an insurance
plan for its employees.
Under the plan "all mutually
contractible
risks
are
covered irrespective of
gender," ( Brennan dissent;
Marshall joining}, EXCEPT
pregnancy.
But, like Brennan says,
"the plan also insures risks
such as prostatectomies,
vasectomies,
and
circumcisions."
The point: you guys can be
men even when you choose to
disable
your
genderspecifics.
( Preventive
medicine?}
Nevertheless, "pregnancyrelated disabilities constitute

an additional risk, unique to
women, and the failure to
compensate them for this
risk does not destroy the
presumed parity of the
benefits."
"Geduldig is precisely in
point," says the Gilbert
Court, "in its holding that an
exclusion of pregnancy from
a disability benefits plan ...
is not a gender-based
discrimination at all." It's
not?
Brennan in his dissent said
it: "Surely it offends common sense to suggest ... that
a classification revolving
around pregnancy is not, at
the minimum, strongly 'sex
related."'
But the majority likes and
cites Geduldig: "there is no
risk from which men are
protected and women are
Continued on page 5
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the editor's column
Last September, a 2nd
year Mitchell student faced
suspension for bouncing a
tuition check at registration.
His dismissal from school
was avoided when his appeal
to the Faculty Appeals
Committee (FAC) resulted
in alternate sanctions being
imposed. His continuation in
school was contingent on
tho~e sanctions being carried
out; last month the case was
again before the F AC and
once again the student is
facing suspension, this time
for not following the sanction
guidelines.
Under those guidelines the
student was placed on
disciplinary probation and
was to write a comprehensive paper on legal
ethics and to refrain from
participating from all "nonlegal extra-curricular activities." It is this latter
sanction that the student is
now being accused of
disregarding._ Specifically,
the student was a member of
the SBA Board of Governors
and he did not resign his post
during the semester he was
on probation.

This letter was the topic at
discussion at the next SBA
meeting held on December 4.
Though no formal actions
were taken, the feeling of the
Board was that the FAC did
not have the power to say
who could serve as one of
their officers. Nothing more
was done and the semester
ended.
Then in a letter from
Assistant Dean Curt Stine
dated January 3, 1977, the
student was directed to
appear before Dean Bruce
Burton on January 10, and
show cause why he should
not be dismissed. The
student immediately sought
and was granted a continuance to obtain counsel.
An emergency meeting of
the SBA was called and the
matter was discussed.
Members felt that the FAC's
actions were infringing upon
the sovereignty of the SBA.
Funds were voted to help pay
the student's legal fees if any
were generated and a letter
of protest was fired off to
Dean Burton.

The student was able to
obtain the services of Joe
Daly, School Law teacher at
Mitchell, and the hearing
was held before Dean
Burton. Burton referred the
case to the FAC which ruled
that their order had not been
followed, and the decision
V'v'.as made to suspend the
student for
one
year
beginning at the end of this
semester.
FAC Chairman Becker
commented on the ruling and
said that the FAC only
considered the student's
actions after he received
written notification in the
letter of November 10, which
stated that he should resign
from the SBA. Since the
mandate in the letter had
been disregarded, they ordered suspension. On Feb.
11, the student received
written notification of this
decision and the order telling
him to immediately resign
from the SBA. He has since
asked Chairman Becker to
stay this order pending a
motion for a rehearing.

By Michael Moriarity

Meanwhile, the SBA has
filed a motion to intervene in
the matter asking that a
hearing be held on issues
that were not previously
addressed. Specifically, the
SBA asked the F AC to
consider whether the FAC
has jurisdiction to prohibit a
duly elected student officer
from continuing in his
position
as
a
proper
disciplinary action.
Secondly, the SBA wants a
determination on whether
the SBA is a "non-academic
extra-curricular activity" so
as to be considered a
prohibited activity under the
earlier ruling. Finally, the
SBA wants the FAC to address the effect of the sanction on membership in the
SBA.
In the petition the SBA also
asked that the present F AC
members "excuse themselves from consideration of

these issues" so that, a new
panel may be appointed for
the rehearing. The SBA fears
that the present panel may
be prejudiced from the
earlier hearings on related
matters. If, and how, a new
committee would be picked
has not been finalized.
What will happen next
remains to be seen. In the
meantime, the sword of
suspension continues to hang
over the student's head.

In Re Student Suspension
The issue of whether his
SBA post consisted a "nonlega I extra-curricular activity" was the subject of
correspondence between the
student and the F AC last
semester. After the sanctions were first handed
down, the student wrote F AC
Chm. Becker and asked for a
clarification whether the
SBA was wi,hin the realm of
prohibited activities. That
letter was dated September
10. Two months later Becker
responded in a letter and
said that although there may
be some activities arguably
academic it was the committee's feeling that "you
should resign your position
on the SBA."
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''Day'' in Court
Everyone is entitled to their day in court, and as lawyers we
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DEADLINE MARCH 25
SBA Representatives,
LSD Representative,
& Opinion Editor
To Be Selected

Civil Court Trials -1 hr., 26 min.
Unlawful Detainer -5 min, 35 sec.
Criminal Jury Trials -1 hr., 56 min.
Pre-trials -21 min., 35 sec.
Traffic & Criminal Court Trials-34 min., 48 sec.
Conciliation Court -5 min., 12 sec.
Preliminary Hearing -58 min., 12 sec.
Traffic Arraignments -2 min., 24 sec.
Criminal Arraignments --6 min.
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continuing eauca11on or the
members of the Bar, particularly programs and
courses of such nature and
quality as will be accredited
by the Board of Continuing
Legal Education. Minnesota
Continuing Legal Education
is administered by Mr.
Frank Harris. Our very own
Professor
Douglas
R.
Heidenreich is the Executive
Director of this body which
will soon be located in the
Center.
Yet another prospective
tenant is the Judicial Advisory Service, an agency of
the State of Minnesota which
provides legal research and
assistance to the County
Court Judges throughout the
state under the able direction
of Mr. Stephen E. Forestell.
There are yet other
possibilities, hopefully
probabilities, that for certain.
reasons
wi 11
not
be
specifically identified at this
time.
As you can readily see
from the listing above, all of
our prospective tenants are
directly concerned with legal
education and research.
Simply by being located in
the same building, these
various organizations will
profit, one from the other, by
increased communications
through daily contact and
thereby become better able
to coordinate efforts. Each
should profit from William
Mitchell by having available
various facilities such as
meeting and lecture rooms,
and, of course, above all,
access to our excel lent

the dean'sBycolumn
Dean Marvin Green
Other
than
cryptic, engaged in non-profit legal
perhaps caustic, but cer- research, legal education,
tainly anpnymous messages public service or other
placed in the Docket (par- justice related programs
ticularlyconcerning parking} serving the needs of Bench
I have yet to address you, the and Bar.
Student Body. Let me utilize
The footage retained by
this opportunity to say William Mitchell will include
simply that I am most the area that had formerly
pleased to have become been a chapel. It is being
associated with the William converted into a multiMitchell College of Law as purpose lecture-seminarAssistant Dean. In that conference room which will
capacity, I have, among a cc om mod ate
a pnumerous others, respon- proximately 100 people. In
sibility for the operation of addition, we will retain a
our Placement Office. I tell suite of three offices and a
you straight away that my reception area located on the
door is open to you; I am first floor of the building
anxious to render such together with other footage
assistance and guidance as I that will not presently be
am able. Even after you • improved but await the
leave William Mitchell we determination of our specific
will continue to be associated needs.
because another of my duties
Our contractor and aris to work with our Alumni. I chitects promise that the
am pleased to be "on renovation will be completed
campus."
by April 1 of this year.
Indeed,
the
Wi 11 ia m Special attention is being
Mitchell College of Law now directed to completion of a
has a campus. Located specific
area
to
acthereon is, of course, the law commodate our first tenant
school building. In addition which is expected to take
thereto is what had formerly occupancy March 1.
been the convent building of
The tenant to which I have
the Our Lady of Peace High just referred is the County
School;'it is the building that Attorney's Council. This
is presently undergoing Council is created by Minextensive renovation.
nesota Statutes·and is fundea
Yes, the "Legal Education by the legislature and has the
Center
Building"
is status
of
"semi-state
becoming a reality. Four agency." The prime function
thousand square feet of the of the County Attorney's
building is being reserved for Council is to provide conour use and the balance will tinuing
training
and
be leased to various tenants education to the 87 county

attorneys and their staffs in
the areas of both the
criminal prosecution role
and the role as civil counsel
for county government. Mr
Stephen J. Askew is the
executive director of the
County Attorney's Council.
We
are
presently
negotiating with the Minnesota Continuing Legal
Education, a division of the
Minnesota Bar Association.
This
organization
is
presently located in our law
school building and we have
been most happy to have the
opportunity of· providing
them a "home." The principal charge of CLE is to
plan, prodJ.Jce, and present to
members. of
the
Bar
programs suitable for the

Each spring 12 Constitutional Representatives
to the SBA, the Editor of the
OPINION, and the Law
Student Division (LSD}
Representative of the ABA
are elected from the student
body. The Editor, the LSD
Representative, and the
student representatives from
the 2nd and 3rd year are
elected at large, while the 1st
year representatives are
elected by section. (A special
fall election is held for the
incoming freshman.) The
nomination procedure for
election is accomplished
through
the
filing
of
petitions. Each interested
student is required to obtain
the
signatures
of
10
classmates to gain a slot on
the ballot. These petitions
are now available in the
Used Bookstore.
Student
representatives
serve an important function
by
providing
effective
student government and in
creating a cohesive student
voice in the matters of school
administration and policy

r

formulation. Input into
school
policy
making
decisions is through a
committee system. The
three standing committees
are the Finance and Administration Committee, the
Education Committee, and
the Social Committee.
It is common knowledge
that the SBA collects
students fees each semester,
but it is not widely known
how
these
funds
are
disbursed. The SBA, in large
part, is responsible for the
extracurricular activities at
Mitchell. The Saturday
Seminars, Moot Court and
Client Counseling Competitions, and the OPINION
are the prime academic
examples, while in the social
sphere the SBA hosts the Fall
and Spring Smokers and the
upcoming Wine Tasting
Party. The reform of our
registration procedure was
initiated by the SBA and has
provided
a
reasonable
system
for
matching
students to classes. An
evaluation of the faculty was
completed by the SBA and
the results are being
published in this issue.

Burger Honored
On December 9, 1976, Dean
Bruce Burton and Assistant
Dean Marvin Green visited
Chief Justice Warren Burger
at his chambers in the U.S.
Supreme Court Building. The
occassion was to present to
the Chief Justice a token of
honor
as
"The
Most
Distinguished Judicial
Alumnus of WMCL," The
Chief Justice was presented
a frame print of the new law
school quarters, which also
depicts earlier buildings
used by the Law School.

After the presentation,
Chief
Justice
Burger
recalled his days going to
night law school. At that time
he was working as an accountant to help finance his
legal education. Burger also
spoke fondly of Summit
Avenue where he used to live
prior to his appointment to
the bench.

/

SBA Elections
by Larry Klun

library and to a vast pool
from which legal researchers may be drawn, to wit,
our student body.
William Mitchell College of
Law will profit through an
increase in prestige by
having on its campus a Legal
Education Center Building
serving as the home for such
organ izatlons.
So also shall our students
profit for as certainly as
William Mitchell's sun
continues to rise so must that
of its student body.

5T'10ENT
The largest single project
of the SBA this year, bar
none, was the move to our
new facility. This involved
the organization of student
workers
and
moving
equipment in the global
effort of transplanting this
state's largest law school.
The furnishing and financing
of a student lounge was
carried on by the SBA, as
well as arrangements for the
vending
and
cartering
services. The magnitude of
these undertakings has

BODY

consumed a great deal of the
SSA's energies this year.
The door has been opened
to many new areas of student
involvement in the year
ahead. Many fresh issues on
matters such as grading
pol icy,
student
code,
curriculum,
and exam
scheduling are ripe for
consideration by the student
body. These a re the types of
problems which can only be
addressed effectively by the
representatives
of
the
William Mitchell Student

Bar Association.
This year the campaign
style will be dictated by the
imagination of the candidates. Newsletters,
posters,
and
in-class
discussions are encouraged.
Time will be available for
each candidate to convey
their ideas to the students of
their class. The opportunity
is there, and it only takes ten
signatures to realize it. Pick
up your petition soon. We will
be looking forward to seeing
your name on the ballot.

February, 1977
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LAMP in LIMBO
by Mike Moriarity
Legal aid to prisoners.
Five years ago even the
thought of it was new. Then
in 1972 Minnesota was
awarded a grant to begin the
"Legar Aid to Minnesota
Prisoners
Program"
(LAMP}. Now five years
later, the program may be
discontinued due to the lack
of fundjng. LAMP, which
relies heavily on law
students for staff is slowly
being dropped from the law
schools' curriculums. This
semester the LAMP clinical
course is not being offered at
William Mitchell, and when
the winter quarter at the
University of Minnesota
ends, they too will stop offering the course.
One may rest assured that
the program hasn't ended
because inmates no longer
have legal problems. On the
contrary, the number of
cases LAMP attorneys have
handled
has
increased
dramatically. The waning of
LAMP is more a question of
politics and bureacracy, and
money.
Initially the program was
funded under a Law Enforcement Assistance Admin istra ti on
(LEAA)
discretjonary grant. The
grant was to be shared with
the states of Georgia and
Kansas in a program called
"A Consortium of States to
Furnish Legal Counsel to
Inmates." Matching funds
were provided locally by the
U of M, and the program was
financially established
through April of 1974. When
the grant ran out, a new

source of funding was
needed, and the State Public
Defender
incJuded
the
program in his budget.
In
1975
the
Public
Defenderfs budget was
funded
by · the
State
Department Subcommittee
of the House Appropriations
Committee, which is chaired
by Rep. Neil Haugerud of
Preston, Minnesota. His subcommittee voted to delete

LAMP's

$120,000

ap-

propriation. On the basis of
the subcommittee recommendation the full House
Appropriations Committee
voted to delete the appropriation 23-17. After some
parliamentary maneuvering
LAMP was finally funded
through the House Education
Subcommittee rather than
Haugerud's.
The
appropriation which was approved at that time will
expire this June, and new
funding is currently being
sought.
Discussions between the
Minnesota Corrections
Authority,
the
Public
Defender's office,
and
LAMP, has resulted in a
general consensus that
LAMP should not be placed
as an adjunct to the state
education system. LAMP
will continue· to rely heavily
on law students, but that fact
alone is not sufficient
justification to expect that
the law schools will fund the
program if the state doesn't.
The logical place remains
the Public Defender's office.
Once again
it is
in
Haugerud's subcommittee.

Once again the appropriation
may be in trouble. In
Haugerud's words, "It
( LAMP) is in a negotiated
limbo - the best thing it
could hope for at this time."
Wherever LAMP is pfaced,
(in
Haugerud's words,
"We'll find a mom and dad
for it."}, he still has doubts
over "operational"
problems. Haugerud sees
LAMP people coming in,
telling the committee one
thing, getting their appropriation, and doing
something else: What he is
referring to is a rider that
was placed on the LAMP
appropriation prohibiting
LAMP fron instituting suits
against the State or public
officials that were designed
to change social or public
policy. Haugerud sees this
rider being violated by
LAMP whenever they sue
the prison over policies or
facilities.
Mel Goldberg, LAMP
Supervising
Attorney,
disagrees with Haugerud's
conclusion. Goldberg sees
the rider as being enforced
whenever a suit is brought on
behalf of a prisoner whether
it is against the state or any
other party.
Goldberg pointed out that
85 to 90 ~rcent of the cases
don't even involve the state.
They
are
divorces,
bankruptcies,
detainers
from other jurisdictions, etc.
Inmates have no satisfactory
means of ·dealing with these
problems while imprisoned.
Obviously, if you have an
inmate with a problem, and
no way to solve that problem,

~ortbtue~t
Jrid Jrinting (ompanp
(DIVISION OF TYPOGRAPHIC ARTS, INC.)

501 PARK AVENUE
MINNEAPOLIS 55415
(612) 338-5078

Law Brief Printing Specialists
APPROVED PRINTERS OF BRIEFS FOR THE UNITED STATES
COURT OF APPEALS, EIGHTH CIRCUIT

you can assume that some
anxiety will build up.
Anxiety is not conducive to a
positive attitude toward
rehabilitation. Without legal
counsel, the law may appear
to only be a device to rob the
inmate of his rights without
the legal process that is in
effect for everyone else. By
putting real meaning behind
the concept of "equal justice
for all" LAMP can help
demonstr-ate that the legal
system is the civilized means
of dispute settling. This
should . be the social policy.

used

Goldberg •
the recent
suit to close the maximum
security unit (C-Max) at
Stillwater State Prison as an
example. (Prison authorities
recently agreed to close the
unit because of the suit.)
LAMP had begun the suit
after inmates contacted
them and complained about
the lack of facilities, and the
infrequency of showers,
exercise,
and
medical
treatment. According to
Goldberg, many of the
problems these inmates
were having were the same
ones that prisoners rioted
over in Attica.
"They (prison officials}
kept telling us that these
were
dangerous
and
unreasonable people. Isn't it
strange for them to come to
lawyers and say, 'Sue them
- show us what the legal
system can do for us.' We got
those people to use lawyers,
and it seems to me that it is a
lot more civilized and
cheaper to meet us in the
court house than our clients
on the prison barricades. It
isn't always perfect, but it's
better than the other
alternatives."

have participated in the
program speak only in
superlatives when discussing
it.
Former LAMP student
Diana Murphy is now serving as a Judge of the
Hennepin County Municipal
Court. She recalled that,
"LAMP was a sensitizing
kind of thing for me - it
made me more aware of
what incarceration can
mean. It has certainly affected my perceptions of the
kinds of legctl problems and
needs inmates have, and the
programs . (or lack thereof}
that exist to meet those
needs."
Goldberg, in commenting
on the use of law students,
observed that they were
indispensable. The use of
students - who don't get
paid - also removes the
question of money from the
question of whether LAMP
should continue. "When you
compare the Corrections
budget of $40 million with
ours of $120,000, you don't get
many people quibbling over
the amount."
Despite the fact that it is
an inexpensive program,
despite the fact that it is
successful in providing legal
services to inmates and
clinical
experience
to
students, despite the fact
that it is recognized as a
necessity by members of the
bench, bar, and legislature;
LAMP still cannot get
assurances of funding past
June, 1977.

One attorney speculated on
LAMP's unpopularity at the
Minnesota statehouse: "It
isn't that LAMP sues the
state, it's that they win." Be
Most people will agree that as it may, it only speaks
with Goldberg that LAMP is to the quality of LAMP atthe best alternative in of- torneys. It is inexcusable
fering legal counsel to in- that members of the
mates. The two goals the legislature would let such a
program had when it started, program fall into "limbo".
namely, provide legal ser- Their lack of action will
vices to inmates and utilize mean further cutbacks in
LAMP
services.
What
law students to give them a
repercussions that may have
unique clinical exJ?erience are being met. -Students who remains to,. be seen.

'
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GILBERT
Continued from page l

not. Likewise, there is no risk
from which v.,omen are
protected and men are not."

WOMEN RISE TO ARMS!
Rush out and get your
vasectomies. The Court
cannot be wrong.
Better to like and cite
Brennan's dissent;
his
common sense accurately
notes that "the Court's
assumption that General
Electric engaged in a gender-neutral risk-assignment
process is purely fanciful."
Yet, "there is no risk from
which men are protected and
women are not," says the
majority.
OF COURSE NOT.
C'mon, you guys on the
bench. We women have been
accused of envy for years.
Now you're trying to tell us
you never had it, to begin
with? What else can a
"gender-neutral" plan that
covers
vasectomies,
prostatectomies and circumcisions mean?
It must mean pregnancy is
expensive.
A NOW representative
said it: "there ain't no free
lunch."
Sherry Lurth, who chairs
the Employment Task Force
of Twin Cities NOW (that's
National Organization for,
not "of," Women) thought

the price we paid in Gilbert
might be worth
it. A
movement which some
wavering
liberals may
believe to be dead, or badly
splintered, may find a
rallying point around a
decision which Lurth capsulized as "lousy."
Lurth sees "people coming
together
over
larger
problems" after Gilbert.
While pregnancy may be an
additional risk under an
otherwise gender-neutral
insurance program, it's still
a "real thing" to a lot of
people.
Your Mother was once.
Your wife can get it.
Remember, though that the
Supreme Court reiterated
again in Gilbert that "it"
was not a "disease." Its real
alright, though.
And, it's expensive. That's
the heart of the matter.
Companies hate having to
pay out for pregnancy. You
know, the old stereotype pay 'em disability benefits to
have a baby and they thank
you by staying ho.m e and
taking care of it.
It's expensive alright. Not
only does business pay out
the benefits, but they have to
pay for disruption - the cost
of turnover which pregnant
women cause.

Andrew W. Haines, who
teaches
Employment
Discrimination at Mitchell,
recalled a study which Xerox
did several years ago. In it,
they found that upwards of 94
percent of pregnant employees (male or female;
remember a plan that excludes pregnancy is "gender - n e u tr a I")
never
returned to work. The
benefits they paid out, went
down the tubes. (Fallopian
or otherwise.)
That study was done
several years ago. Judith L.
Oakes, an attorney who
handles sex-discrimination
cases, talked about another
study done recently. Now,
about 95 percent of college
women want a career. That
would not have been true but
1ust a few years ago.
Oakes thinks women then
were just as hung up in
stereotyping as the bench
apparently still is. Women
then wanted all those things
like a husband, a home, and
a family.
Xerox's study probably
reflects that.
The
Gilbert decision
reflects a nice protective
paternalism which assumes
that all those nice, bluecollar employees of G.E.
only think they want the
status of a career.
The Court is nothing but
fanciful when it deludes itself
like that.
Blue-collar
workers
usually don't work because
they like to. They work
because they have to.
And, pregnancy is expensive.

Oh, Peanut King what you
started when you went on TV
and threw your higher-taxes
arrows at big business. The
Court must have believed
you.
Higher taxes plus mandatory pregnancy disability
benefits? Why, big business
would go broke for sure.
That's the heart of the
matter.
"There ain't no free lunch," remember?
So who pays the price now?
Why, you and I, of course.
Blue-collar workers are on
the fringe of being on public
welfare as it is. So what that
a woman, excuse me, a
person, has.to take time off
from work to have a baby.
It's no paid vacation.
A
Vasectomy
IS,
remember?
Well, when you have a
baby you do have to take
some time off of work. At
least long enough to get to
the hospital. The doctors say
it is at least six weeks before
you should do anything that
can get you pregnant again.
Most professions can return
to work before that. But,
there are a couple of weeks
that have to be taken off.
Without pay.
It's very difficult for most
people to go even two weeks
without pay. You can't
qualify for unemployment
benefits either.
AF DC is another matter.
"By definition, they're going
to be eligi-ble./' says Oakes.
"Most sf.ates have implemented
an
AF DC
orovision for unborn children
so that entitlement begins
before the woman gives
birth."

"People who are forced out
of their jobs because of
pregnancy are going to be
eligible," continues Oakes,
"and probably forced to
receive welfare."
So there you have it folks.
Pregnancy is expensive.
Yup! You have come a
long way baby. But we're
back-sliding. Pregnancy is
real.
Real, but a small loss, you
say?
The gradual erosion of
rights
in
Gilbert
is
frightening BECAUSE it's a
small loss.
Gradual
erosion
can
change a mountain into two.
Make a valley in between.
Put rivers where they never
were before. But you can't
see it as it happens.
Look quick! You might
never again recognize our
civil-rights landscape.
Remember that when they
come for YOU in the morning.
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Women's Rights Handbook Released
by Linda K. Jenny
The Minnesota Public
Interest Research Foundation recently issued the
"Minnesota Women's Legal
Rights Handbook."
The handbook, which was
written by two attorneys,
provides information concerning the legal rights of
Minnesota women in areas
such
as
employment,
marriage, education and
health.
The book is not, nor is it
intended to be, a comprehensive itemization of
women's legal rights in
Minnesota. The authors
assume that Minnesota
women
will
encounter
"problems stemming solely
from the fact that they are
women." The book addresses
these
specific
problems and describes the
legal recourse available.
In the employment area,
the authors main focus is on
Title VI I of the 1964 Civil
Rights Act, the Minnesota
Human Rights Act and
various city ordinances.
Title VI I prohibits most
Minnesota public and private
employers with 15 or ·more

employees from engaging in
discriminatory employment
practices,
including
discrimination on the basis
of sex. Certain employers,
such as tax exempt, private
clubs, are not covered by
Title VII.
The Minnesota Human
Rights Act, which was
passed in 1967, also prohibits
Minnesota employers from
engaging in discriminatory
employment practices. The
Minnesota legislatures, in
1969 and 1973, expanded the
definition of a d.iscriminatory employment practice
to include discrimination
based on sex or marital
status. The Act covers most
Minnesota employers of one
or more persons. (See Minn.
Stat. 363.01 (15)
The procedure for filing a
complaint under either Act is
outlined thoroughly. The
authors are clear, concise,
and obviously well-aquainted
with the statutes.
Perhaps the only fault with
this section of the handbook,
and it is a small one, is the
authors' tone concerning a
women's chance of succeeding in an action against
an employer is a bit too

optimistic.
They fail to stress that
even if the Hman Rights
Department finds that there
is "probable cause" to
believe that a woman has
been discriminated against
because of her sex, there is
no guarantee that she will
receive an award. For all
practical purposes, the
evidence must be overwhelmingly favorable to the
woman, almost to the point
where a confession on the
part of the guilty employer is
necessary. If the evidence is
not this convincing, the case
will probably be dropped if
no settlement can be reached
at a concilliation meeting.
Another section in the book
entitled "A Woman's Right
to Her Name." In Minnesota,
a woman is not required to
change her name if she
marries. At the time she
applies for her marriage
license, she can declare what
her name after marriage will
be by simply filling in the
appropriate information on
the application form. No
extra forms or procedures
are required. The law permitting this procedure was
effective August l, 1975. Thus

Minnesota women who
marry in the future can
easily retain their own
names.

The authors underscore
the fact that when women
find themselves in need of
advice concerning div'orce or
child support, the handbook
should only be used as a
supplementary source of
information. It is urged that
these
women
seek
professional legal advice in
order to "better protect their
emotional and legal interests.'.' The book contains

lengthly legal references to
Minnesota organizations
which will help a woman
choose an attorney who is
right for her needs.
Laws pertaining to such
issues
as
abortion,
availability of birth control,
and health problems and
rights of women under 18
years of age are also
examined. Financial matters such as credit and
housing are considered, as
are
rape
and
its
psychological effects.
The entire handbook is
well-documented and
footnoted. When discussing
the ERA, abortion, or other
controversial issues, the
authors diligently refrain
from imposing their own
·opinions on the reader.
The book is a very helpful
resource for Minnesota
women and men who are
interested in the problems
that a women may face in
various areas of her life
simply because she is
female. It is available for
s.2.00 from the Mlhnesota
Public Interest Research
Foundation, 3036 University
Avenue, SW, Minneapolis,
Minn. 55414.
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Women's Caucus
Broke
by Loretta Frederick

Law Spouses
Sponsor Mini-Classes
The William Mitchell Law
Spouses are sponsoring a
springtime series of miniclasses on law. The classes
are being taught by Mitchell
professors and are being
held in the auditorium.
Thus
far
Professor
Heidenreich has given an
"Introduction to Law",
which was followed by
Professor Stine speaking on
"Estate and Income Tax".
The third program was held
this week and featured
Professor
Danforth
on
"Procedures".
Five more programs are
scheduled. The public is
welcome to attend and a
nominal registration fee will
be collected at the door. The
remaining programs are:
Feb. 23 (Wed.) CRIMINAL

LAW
Professors C. Paul Jones
and
Marvin
Green.
Professor Green wi II spend
the first hour discussing such
topics as how a lawyer can
represent a "guilty" party
and Professor Jones will
follow with a discussion of

the procedure that is
fol lowed in handling the
criminal case.
March 9 (Wed.) LAW OF

BUSINESS INVESTMENTS
Professor Anastas will
discuss various types of
business entities, and the
legal aspects of investing in
these entities.
March 2 (Wed.) NO-FAULT

INSURANCE
AND
PRODUCTS LIABILITY
Professor Steen son wi 11
discuss various aspects of
the Minnesota No-Fault law
as well as touch qn the
subject of Products Liability.
March 16 (Wed.) TORTS
Professor Marino will
discuss tort liability, invasion of privacy, and
justice of "the system".
March 22 (Tues) WILLS

AND ESTATES
Professor Wm. Green will
discuss
the
Minnesota
Probate laws.
All programs begin at 7:00
p.m. and last approximately
two hours. All interested are
urged to attend.

Last issue we reported on
the financial status of the
Associated Women's Legal
Caucuses of the Twin Cities
as it related to the Third
Annual Midwest Conference
on "Women and the Law"
held in mid-November. It
was noted that debts incurred in holding the Conference were presenting
serious financial problerr,s
for the Association. The poor
attendence and meagre
financial backing resulted in
a $4,000 deficit that is still
pla9uin9 the organizers.

U.S.
Representative
Elizabeth Holtzman (D-NY),
has not been paid her $1,000
honorarium. The fee for
Angela Davis was negotiated
after the first check bounced,
and she has been paid a
smaller amount in full settlement. The claims of all
other local creditors have
been settled, but the debt
of $3600 remains outstanding

As was reported last issue,
several Twin Cities attorneys, especially women,
have been contaded for
small contributions. The
response has been negative.
An appeal has been made to
the State Bar Association for
financial help, and the
Steering
Committee
is
scheduled to present their
needs at the next Bar
meeting.

The steering committee
consisted of Carrie Sachs of
WMCL, Linda Bytof and
Jeanne Forneris of the U of
M,
and
Mary
Ellen
Teasedale from Hamline. It
now appears that these
organizers may be held
individually liable on the
The WMCL SBA has not
debts for the Association
contributed
any
finds,
never
completed
inalthough they have pledged
corporation. Their attempts
$200 contingent upon the debt
to secure status as a nonbeing reduced to $2,000. Both
profit corporation under
the U of Mand Ham line Law
I.R.C. 501 (c) (3) ran into
Schools have contributed
delays, and when they
money to the Caucus
r:~_IJ~ed that they would not
Association.
be able to-incorpcir-ate in time
for the - Conference they
Though
discouraged,
decided to channel all their
funds through the University organizers are plan'ning
of Minnesota Foundation. more fund raising events.
Contributions were then tax They are hopeful that the
deductible, but incorporation community will recognize
was never completed, and as the importance of the caucus
a result the four women face efforts, and show tliefr
liability for the outstanding suJ)J)ort in fund-raising_ activities and with donations.
debts.

St. Thomas College is the
largest creditor for services
rendered for the Gala Dinner
held as part of the Conference. One of the speakers,

Contributions are tax
deductible if submitted to the
University of Minnesota
Foundation
for
the
Associated Women's Legal
Caucuses of the Twin Cities.

MacCAFFERTY'S
BAR & RESIAURANI
788 Grand Ave.

227-7328

How Se,wucg

Sunday
Brunch
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

THE IRISH PUB OF THE TWIN CITIES
• FREE USE OF OUR PARTY ROOM

• Full menu, lunch & dinner
• Guinness & harp on tap
• Irish newspapers daily
• 1rlsh entertainment Tue.-Sat.
• A stone's throw from Wllllam Mitchell

(.OSl ... 1'11
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Seminar
Planned
There will be a personal
financial planning seminar
sponsored by the SBA on
Tuesday, February 22, at
8:30 p.m. in room 301. The
seminar is being conducted
by several people who
specialize in the area of
financial planning. They
have given similar seminars
to various professional
organizations and fraternities in the Twin Cities area
during the past few years.
The seminar will cover the
following areas:

INVESTMENT
REAL
ESTATE: Real estate offers an individual four types
of return on investment:
income, appreciation, taxshelter, and equity buildup.
A comparison of these
benefits will be made between c·townhouses; - condominiums, single family
homes, double homes, and
apartment building. Other
factors to consider when
investing in real estate, such
as
downpayment
requirements and financing
terms, will also be discussed.

INVESTMENT PRODUCT
SELECTION: We all receive
calls from numerous companies attempting to sell
various insurance and investment products. Factual
information on selecting
these products will be made
available. For example,
what are the factors that an
individual can use to help
shop for products among the
1,800 life insurance companies, over 500 mutual fund
companies, and numerous
real estate investments?

FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT
CONTROL: Do you have control
of your finances or do they
have control over you? Part
of the seminar will focus on
how to take control of the
dollars you work so hard to
earn, such as: l) How do I set
up a money management
system I can live with? 2)
How do I kick the credit card
habit without withdrawal
symptoms? 3) How do I
develop
a
net
worth
statement and then make it
worth something? 4) How
can I have money left over at
the end of the month instead
of having too much month
left at the end of the money?
Everyone is encouraged to
attend.
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Sexual Assault
Seminar
by Loretta Frederick
The Mitchell student had
just reached her car when
she was accosted by a man
armed · with a knife. He
demanded her keys and told
her to get in the car. She said
that it was not her car and
that she was waiting for the
owner who was meeting her
there shortly. He ran, but
only after taking her money.
The incident, along with
several others occuring in
the
last few
months,
precipitated the presentation
of the Seminar on Assault
given
at
Mitchell
on
February 1st. The seminar
was jointly sponsored by the
SBA and the Administration
with the goal of making
students more aware and
better prepared to avoid
assault and deal with it
should it occur.
Dean Marvin Green spoke
for the administration. The
Dean addressed his comments to the risks of students
walking to their cars at
night. He reassured the
students that the SummitUniversity area is more
heavily patrolled by police
than any other. In addition,
he indicated that he has
received a commitment
from
St.
Paul
Police
Department Deputy Chief
Griffin for an increase in the
patrolling of the schools'
immediate neighborhood
around the hours of 8:30 and
10:30 p.m.
Green emphasized that he
was not pointing a finger at
this area and that the incidents
could
occur
anywhere. That comment
led to a discussion of the
inadequacy of
parking
facilities, and the students
were again warned not to
park north of the school or
walk alone to and from their
cars. Green suggested that if

students utilized parking lots
available to them and
walked up Summit Avenue to
school they would lessen
their chances of attack. He
warned the students that the
school was not their insurer
and that it was their
responsibility to be cautious.
A student pointed out that
at least one of the lots is very
poorly lit and walking there
is just as hazardous as
anyplace north of the school.
The possiblity of a lot or
ramp on the lawn facing
Summi_t Avenue was mentioned, but the Dean said
emphatically that zoning
problems
made
that
suggestion impossible to
implement.
Following Dean Green was
the guest speaker, Eileen
Keller,
the
Assistant
Program Director of the
Minnesota Program for
Victims of Sexual Assault
(MPVSA). She prefaced a
slide tape presentation with
the comment that her intent
was not to instill paranoia,
but that a healthy fear is
helpful in making people
more
aware
of
their
surroundings and potential
dangers. A good deal of the
value in such a seminar lies
in the discussion of fears and
how to deal with them. Keller
noted that talking can
decrease paranoia and increase awareness, and that
was the purpose of the
presentation.
Sexual
assault,
said
Keller, must be viewed in
terms of any other type of
confrontation. The point is
that the victim is put in a
position of being helpless,
afraid, and overwhelmed by
the person in control, and
that there may result
emotional and physical
damage.
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The slide presentation
emphasized that the goal of
sexual assault is violence,
not sexual gratification or
passion. The crime must be
dealt with in light of this fact,
in terms of prevention,
judicial processes, and in
dealing with the victim's
needs after the attack.

·Keller outlined four levels
of victimization. The first
level is any feeling of victimization not resulting from
the commission of a crime.
The second is commission of
a crime with no personal
contact with the criminal
(such as a car theft or an act
of vandalism). The third
level is when a crime is
committed, there is contact
with the criminal assailant
and the victim perceives that
he or she
is
in
grave ·physical danger. The
fourth and most serious level
is a crime involving a death
threat as well as personal
degradation. It is this fourth
level that includes sexual
assault.

The most dangerous of all
myths about sexual assault
is that "it isn't going to
happen to me." The refusal
to recognize the potential
dangers of assault in general
often results in taking unnecessary risks and gives the
assailant a psychological
advantage over the victim in
the confrontation~

while walking at night. At
least
suspicion
may
eliminate
the
surprise
element and make a crucial
difference in the outcome of
the assault. For example, the
response of the victim in the
incident which prompted the
seminar is a prime example
of the way aggresively quick
response can alter the
consequences of an attack.

"There is no way of
predicting the future," said
Keller, "but decreasing your
chances of being assaulted
makes sense." She emphasized that the choice of
preventative means is a very
personal decision. Most
preventative and defensive
behavior can be viewed as a
quasi-voluntary
infringement on basic personal
liberty. Keller emphasized
that whether the final choice
is made to take preventative
action or not, the fault and
responsibility for any later
assault does not lie with the
victim. The fact that a victim
was hitchhiking or had left a
bar with a new acquaintance
does not serve to shift
responsibility for the assault
onto the victim. Many
assaults go unreported
because of the victim's own
guilt feelings.
Victims
may believe that they put
themselves in a position that
made the assault possible,
and that they "deserved
what they got."

Keller also discussed how
Common sense is the most to deal with a victim shortly
important component in after an assault. Most vicprevention and response. tims see the predominate
For example, the presence of aspect of the assault as the
a weapon may determine fear of death and the feeling
whether the victim may of being completely stripped
safely assert herself by of any personal control. It is
screaming or
running. essential to first help the
Physical surroundings are victim regain that sense of
also
important.
For control lost in the assault.
Next come the veneral
example, a hitchhiker riding
disease and pregnancy
in someone else's c;:~r faces a
prevention concerns, and
substantially higher risk
than most people; even the (soon thereafter) the medical
decision to leave a bar with a evidentiary examination.
The victim should be made to
new acquaintance must be
understand that the latter
made in light of personal
vulnerability. One basic does not involve the decision
defense is suspicion of to prosecute, but only makes
strangers and awareness of
such prosecution feasible if
surroundings, especially
that decision is later made.
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The students were informed that the MPVSA and
other forces have been
working toward the sensitization of those who deal
with victims. The degrading
scepticism
traditionally
characterizing the treatment
of victims by police and
hospital
personnel
has
contributed to the low
reporting rate for sexual
assaults.
The
training
programs and workshops
offered to these personnel
are helping to make their
contact with the victims a
less threatening and more
theraputic experience in
many _areas of the state.

It
is
hoped
that
reeducation of the public as
to victim treatment will
encourage more reporting of
the crime. This would
facilitate
successful
prosecutions and would also
enable more victims to
utilize
the
programs
available to help them deal
with the psychological effects of their assaults.
Brochures on the Minnesota Program for Victims
of Sexual Assault are
available at the library
reserve desk.
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Environment gains
Environmentalists won a
victory recently. The US
Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia Circuit
has decided to uphold partial
suspension of the pesticides
heptachlor and chlordane by
the
Environmental
Protection Agency.
The chemicals were first
banned in December 1975,
when EPA Admi'nistrator
Russell E. Train, acting in
accordance with the Federal
Insecticide and Rodenticide
Act,
reversed
an
administrative law judge's
decision and suspended the
pesticide's registration on
the basis of cercinogenic
findings.
Train's
action
was
challenged by the Department of Agriculture and the
Velsicol Chemical Corporation, which manufac- ·
turers chlordane, as well as
by
the
Environmental
Defense Fund. The E OF
questioned Train's decision
to allow continued use of
existing stocks of the
pesticides, and his exemption of the chemicals for
certain "minor uses."
The Velsicol Chemical
Corporation argued that
Train
had
insufficient
evidence to prove imminent
hazard. The court, however,
ruled that "interim action
may be necessary to protect
against risk of harm to
the environment and public
health while a fuller factual
record is developed in the
cancellation
proceeding."
The court also held that the
experimental evidence
establishing carcinogenicity
of the pesticides on animals,
and the findings of carcinogenic risk to humans
based on the risk to lab
animals and on the residues

of the pesticides found in the
human diet and tissues, was
substantial
enough
to
warrant the suspension.
EPA's request to permit
the continued use of existing
stocks of the pesticides was
refused pending further
consideration by the court
( Environmental Defense
Fund v. EPA, No. 75-2259).
Under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and
Rodenticide Act, the EPA
administrator is authorized
to exempt from a suspension
order the use of existing
stocks, but the court ruled,
"Some evidence must be
aduced before an exemption
decision is made, and it is the
responsibility
of
the
registrant to prove it."
Pleased with the ruling,
Environmental
Defense
Fund Attorney Jacqueline
M.
Warren
issued
a
statement praising the
court's decision "that when
there is evidence that a toxic
substance may well be
carcinogenic in man based
upon animal experiments,
this substance will be considered hazardous to human
health and removed from the
market until its safety can be
proven.
"At a time when the
National Cancer Institute
estimates that 60-90 percent
of human cancer can be
traced to environmental
causes, the clear placement
of the burden of proof on the
producers of suspected
carcinogens is a major step
forward in regulating human
exposure to dangerous
substances,
and
in
preventing the population at
large from being used as
human guinea pigs, and the
environment as an industry
laboratory," said Warren.

Paean to a Prepossessed Law Student
There once was a hip descendant
of Tom Sawyer,
Who being prepossessed, sought
the life of a Lawyer.
To William Mitchell this free
spirit came a packing,
Loaded with an unusually
modest financial backing.
But this did not prevent the
poor dear from puffing,
Being filled with the usual
intellectual stuffing.
First, the poor dear meets the
irrepressible Montague,
Who has a tendency to leave a
student as limp as a rag.
Students unfamiliar with the
subtleties of his bombast,
Oft leave the class like a survivor
of a nuclear blast.
Next the dear is given sweet
Marv Green,
Who we all know is simply
not mean.
But the coup de gras which
Old Mary will oft render,
Would make even fierce Attila
the Hun surrender.
Then the terrified dear finds
relief for the young heart,
As the student learns to
recognize a tort.
Humorous Mike Steenson does
not cause trepidation,
When he weaves funny theories
of causation.
Now happy the student
skips to C. Paul Jones,
Who is not known to rattle,
or break bones.
But with the sad parade of oft
gross and deviant behavior,
The poor dear soon
learns Crim. Law is no saviour.
Stumbling from there to
bewildering Legal Research,
The student is now caught
in a lurch.
As helpful · as Carol Florin's
course may be,
It cannot retrieve the
student from a tree.
Legal Research may provide solace
and not frighten,
But it certainly cannot
profoundly enlighten.
Bedazzled, woebegone, and a
step from paranoia,
Our dear student threatens to
forget becoming a lawyer.
In a state of high tension awaiting
the next torpedo sighting,

Our deflated scholar drags into
uplifting Legal Writing.
But the dejected soul does not grasp
this art so esoteric and endemic,
Being perplexed with convolutions,
plagiarism, and xeroxing which are systemic.
Now the poor dear_
turns to the problematic SBA.
Hoping those procrustean lovelies will
save the day.
But much to the student's
horrified chagrin,
The SBA can only provide rubber footballs,
left-handed frisbees, and sloe gin.
Then Sawyer quickly, less soberly,
and sadly admits,
A Fall Smoker-Beer Blast-Placebo
can't save the wits.
Satiated with despair and
with a mind in a virtual mess,
The poor dear is obviously
ready tor the black-magic of Legal Process.
Makes no difference how Haines
serves up the haughty meal.
In any case, the course
is a delicious deal.
Bringing Nietzschean order out of chaos
in a manner so neat,
This crucial course serves tender
morsels hard to beat.
For example, hard to exceed
the benefits of H~ines' xerox tome,
Which many students adoringly
praise while carting home.
And all devour his great
take-home without a groan,
In fact, several reverently sing its
praises bereft of a moan.
And his pontifications on
theory and history,
Instantly solves many a
legal mystery.
Then too, his lively dissertations
on the legislative nomenclature,
Surely broadens the knowledge
of the baffling legislature.
The breadth and understanding his
course treatment will afford
Stems from the fact its a
legal smorgasbord.
Thus, closing this lively tale of
the now restored legal newcomer,
We can joyously see that Legal
Process is no bummer.
For besides bringing this novice
joys once only in a Bach Passion,
This magnificent course reorders
the messed up mind in splendid fashion.
Now this once ingenuous law student
by the name of Sawyer,
Thanks to Legal Process,
will soon become a Lawyer.

by Andrew W. Haines

legal lines
Reprinted from TRIAL Magazine
Reverse discrimination
One
more
reverse
discrimination case has been
decided in favor of the
plaintiff, as the Supreme
Court of California declared
special
admissions
programs for
minority
students at public schools
unconstitutiona I.
According to American
Medi ca I News, Al ten Bakke,
a white studerU, argued that
he
was
discriminated
against by the University of
California at Davis Medical
School. Bakke was among
2,644 applicants in 1973, and
among 3,737 in 1974. Only 100
entry places were available
each of those years, and 16
were reserved for minority
applicants.
The California Supreme
Court found the preferential
program
unconstituttonal,
but did not rule on whether
Bakke should be granted
admission.
Rather,
it
returned the case to the
lower court to determine

whether Bakke would have
been admitted had the
preferential program not
been in effect.
The National Association
for the Advancement of
Colored People's Legal
Defense and Educatton
Fund,
the
Mexican
American Legar Defense and
Education Fund, and the
National Conference of
Black Lawyers are all asking
the University not to appeal
the decision. These groups
contend that the affirmative
action admissions policy in
this case is among th·e
weakest to defend, and they
fear the Supreme Court may
outlaw all such policies on
the basis of the decision in
this suit.
The California decision
implied that a preferential
policy for the disadvantaged
might be legal, but one that
acted on the basis of race or
ethnic background was not.

FDA to pay attorneys to represent public
The Food and Drug Administration announced that
it is considering paying fees
for attorneys representing
public interest and consumer
groups participating in
regulatory
proceedings
before the Agency.
FDA is seeking comment
on the issues which need to
be resolved before a policy to
pay attorneys fees can be
established.
Among the issues on which
the Agency is seeking public
comment are:
-In
what
types
of
proceedings, if any, should
attorney fees and other

assistance be provided?
-What financial eligibility
criteria should be adopted?
-How much public money
should be allocated for attorney fees and from what
FDA activities should the
tu nds be ta ken?
-How can . FDA select
from
several
groups
claiming to represent the
public interest and seeking
assistance in the same
proceedings?
-After comments on these
issues are received, and
evaluated, FDA will decide
whether to publish a formal
proposal.

Insurers turn down pollce departments
One self-insurer,
Los
Angeles, spent $1,-455,203 last
year to settle police suits. In
1965 they spent $7,000. (In the
1960's police departments
became liable for damage
suits and there has been a
steady rise since then in the
amount spent.)
Smaller cities are particularly hard hit by the
rising cost of police damage
suits.
"Police, insurance officials and civil rights activists agree tllat the claims
against police are effective
in keeping pressure on
departments to make their
officers stay strictly within
the rules of arrest and
evidence gathering," the
Post reported.
A recent surge of com-
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plaints against police officials, charging them with
false arrest, assault and
imprisonment, has resulted
in hundreds of police
department throughout the
country losing their insurance coverage.
According to a story in the
Washington Post by Bill
Richards, American Home
Assurance Compnay -the
nations largest police insurer
-has decided not to renew
insurance policies for 200
police departments.
And because American
Home raised its policy rates
for police insurance,.another
200 police departments are
out beating the bushes for
another company to insure
them, or, have decided to
self-insure.

"knowingly and intelligently
waives his right to counsel."
In this instance, the court
conceded that because of the
anti-lawyer climate apparent at the time of the
passage of the Bill of Rights,
it was somewhat doubtful
that the proponents of the
Sixth Amendment intended
It makes sense. When the subject is Minnesota real
to limit representation of
estate low, attorneys feel at home conferring with the
defendants exclusively to
title company that's been right here serving Minnesota
attorneys,
Law
Week
attorneys .since 1907.
summarized.
But the court noted that
What we've learned a.bout Minnesota real estate is
critical to any interpretation
of the Sixth Amendment
available to you with o local phone coll. When you coll,
language which says "the
· you talk attorney to attorney.
accused shall enjoy the right
.. . to have the Assistance of
Counsel for his defenseu is
Section 35 of the Judiciary
Act of 1789. It was adopted by
Congress
almost
contemporaneously with its
proposal of the Sixth
Amendment," the court said.
INSURANCE
That statute "clearly
COMPANY,&
provides, for the rules of the
OF MINNESOTA
courts of the United States to
determine who shall 'be
400 Second Avenue South . Minneapolis. Minnesota 55401 / 612 332-5111
permitted to manage and
conduct cases therein,"' the
Court of Appeals stated. "By
this
language Congress
Children denied
recognized the constitutional
legal representation power given the federal
judiciary by the then
The US Supreme Court has
recently
adopted
ConReturnable bottles
let stand on Oregon court
stitution,
Article
11."
ruling that children do not
While suggesting that the
have a constitutional right to
Under court order to do so,
rules
of the district court
independent representation
the
Environmental
which
tried this case set
Protection Agency
has in adoption cases.
standards,
including an
Lawyers bringing the suit
issued guidelines requiring a
examination, for the adargued
that
a
child's
Sixth
five-cent refundable deposit
mission of trial counsel to its
Amendment right to efon bottles and ca·ns sold on
fective counsel, and 14th bar - rules that appear to
federal facilities. "
allow
a
layperson
to
Environmentalists had Amendment right to due represent a defendant in an
process, demand that a child
successfully argued in San
extraordinary case the
Francisco District Court that be granted separate legal
Court
of
Appeals
said:
representation before legal
the EPA had not been
"We do not need in this
adhering to Section 209 of the ties with natural parents present appeal to spell out
Solid Waste Disposal Act, were ended. They argued what such a case might be.
that the Court had already .
and the EPA was given until
But for a District Judge to
September 17 of this year to recognized that children exercise his discretion to
issue such guidelines on were "persons" under the allow a person to try a cash
law.
returnable bottles and cans.
who was not a member of the
The guidelines will not
bar of the court, and who had
become effective
until
A bar to counsel
not qualified by taking the
September 19n, and are
'untrained in the law' required examination, would
mandatory for all federal
at a minimum require a
agencies and departments,
Can a criminal defendant showing that such person
but only recommendations
demand legal representation was sufficiently learned in
for local and state governby a nonlawyer with no legal the law to be able adequately
ments.
training?
to represent his client in
The idea of mandatory
The US Court of Appeals court. In our instant case the
bottle
legislation
has
for the Sixth District says no. District Judge was asked to
received endorsement by a
This was the decision in US allow an accountant with no
study conducted on the
v. Whitesel, decided October training in law to try the
subject for the Federal
22, 1976, in which an income case."
Energy Administration.
tax defendant had sought to
The court ruled that the
A Research Triangle Inhave as his legal counsel a accountant could not argue
stitute investigation done
nonlawyer accountant.
the case, but that he could sit
under contract for the AdOther federal courts have at the counsel table and
ministration found that such
rejected the request of advise Whitsel
if the
a law adopted nationally
defendants
to
have defendant
wished
to
would reduce energy conlaypersons represent them, represent himself.
sumption, increase beverage
but neither the Court of
companies' profits, and
Appeals nor the Supreme
create more jobs than it
Court has passed on the
CLASSIFIEDS
would eliminate.
question, US Law Week
noted. The Supreme Court, in
Faretta v. California, 422 US Typing-Editing-Dictation, 7 yrs
806 (1975), has ruled that a exp. All work guar. Call Mary,
defendant may represent 332-0854 CNear U of M)
himself or herself if he or she

Minnesota Attorneys.
Minnesota Real Estate ·Law
Minnesota Title.

Minnesota Attorneys. Minnesota Title.
Call us.
T•TLE

AI

This space for rent - call the
OPINION - ph 225-6753. Rates

reasonable.
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MITCHELL STUDENT LOUN&E

Faculty
Evaluations
Released
At the end of last semester
the SBA distributed a 22
question survey to the
students in all the classes.
The survey was designed to
evaluate the faculty, and, in
the words of SBA project
chairman Al Bonin, was
aimed at "discovering any
gross deficiencies that an
instructor may have with
respect to one or more in~
structional skills." The data
com pi led
from
the
evaluations was recently
released and is printed below
in an abridged chart form.
Bonin commented on the
means which were compiled
by saying that in certain
respects they may be
misleading. He pointed out
that there is a natu·ra1 tendency for someone answering a questionaire not to
select choices at the extremes. Therefore when a
small percentage of students
do in fact respond "always"
or "never" it can be
significant and may not be
discemable by looking at the
chart. Bonin used one class'
answers to Question 18 as an
example.
Question 18 asks; "Does
the professor evidence
respect for, and deal
equitably with, all student-

(a) always
(b) usually
(c) the jnstructor occasionally downgrades his
students
(d) the instructor shows
constant disrespect for, and
a total lack of fair dealings
with the student.
The answers are weighted
(a) - 5 points, (b) - 4
points, (c) - 3 points, (d) 2 points, (e) - l point. (Note
this is one of the few
questions with only four
choices). If 38 students
answer question number 18
in the following manner
17-(a)
11-(b)
10-(c)
0-(d)
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43.6 percent
28.2 percent
25.6 percent
0.0 percent

it results in a mean score
of 4.18, somewhere between
"always" deals equitably
with students, and "usually"
deals equitaly with students.
However, over 25 percent, a
significant percentage of
students, felt the professor

occasionally downgrades his
students, which would not be
reflected in the mean score.
Bonin asks the reader to
keep the additional points in
mind when examining the
survey results:

l. Note also that a small
change in the mean can be
sign_ificant as far as what it
relates about an instructors
performance: For example,
in question number 7, which
asks about an instructors
apparent knowledge of the
subject matter, a score of 3.5
would suggest that his
knowledge was felt to be
between adequate and good,
whereas a score of 2.5
suggests
his
apparent
knowledge
is
between
adequate and lacking.
2. Be wary of seminars or
other classes which have a
very small number of
students. In some cases
those students may have
taken the course or the instructor because there was
nothing else available when
they registered. On the other
hand, the student may have
selected the course because
they felt they would en joy the
course
material,
or
previously had the instructor
and liked tris style or method
of teaching. In either case
the evaluations may be influenced by such factors.

3. In the chart which
compares
the
means,
questions 4, 6, 8, 13, and 14
have been adjusted so that a
score of 5.0 is the best score
obtainable.

4. In the chart, hundreds
have been rounded off to the
nearest tenth.

5. A score of 3 or below
should be considered a
negative rating.
Bonin is optimistic that the
data will be useful to
students at the time of
registration.
It
also
represents the first step in
the SBA's attempt to compile
documentation for student
input
when
the
administration takes up the
question of tenure for the
faculty. The complete report
is available at the library
reserve desk.

1st YEAR
CONTRACTS
Montague
Thompson

4.7
4.0

4.6
3.8

4.5
3.5

4.0
2.8

3.8
3.6

4.4
3.7

4.7
4.2

4.3
3.8

4.0
4.4

4.7
4.0

4.7
3.8

CRIMINAL LAW
Jones
Pirsig

4.1
4.5

4.4
4.5

4.1
4.0

3.9
3.5

3.5
3.6

4.3
4.1

4.9
4.9

3.5
4.1

4.2
4.4

4.1
4.6

3.7
3.8

PROPERTY I
Burton
Green, M
Green, W

4.2
4.1
3.7

4.3
4.5
3.9

3.5
4.3
2.9

2.4
3.6
2.0

3.2
3.9
2.9

3.4
4.0
3.1

4.7
4.7
4.4

3.7
3.9
2.7

3.6
3.7
3.8

4.0
4.8
3.0

3.5
4.0
3.2

TORTS
Marino
Steenson

4.3
4.8

4.0
4.8

3.5
4.5

3.4
4.1

3.6
3.9

4.3
4.3

4.5
4.8

4.1
4.1

4.7
4.4

4.2
4.5

2.7
4.2

LEGAL PRQCESS
Davies

3.8

3.3

2.7

2.1

3.0

3.4

4.2

3.1

4.4

2.9

2.9

BUSINESS ORGS I
Sachs
3.8
Weiser
3.2

3.3
3.3

2.9
3.1

2.4
4.0

3.1
3.3

3.8
3.8

4.0
4.1

3.9
3.6

4.8
4.4

3.2
3.6

3.5
3.3

CIVIL PROCEDURE
Becker
4.0
Danforth
4.8

3.9
4.8

3.0
4.8

2.8
4.2

3.7
4.4

3.8
4.4

4.7
4.9

3.8
3;7

4.5
4.5

4.1
4.7

3.1
4.6

COM. TRANS (UCC)
Heidenreich 4.5

4.8

4.4

3.9

4.1

4.3

4.9

4.5

4.6

4.8

4.3

CONSTIT LAW
Jones
Kirwin

3.7
4.3

4.2
4.8

4.1
4.5

3.8
3.2

3.4
3.8

4.2

3.B

4.4
4.7

1.5
4.1

3.5
4.5

3.9
4.3

4.2
4.4

EVIDENCE
Fitzgerald
Marino

4.4
3.7

4.6
3.5

4.5
3.0

4.4
2.5

3.7
3.2

4.6
4.2

4.8
3.8

3.8
3.5

4.7
4.5

4.5
3.2

4.7
2.8

4.1
3.7
4.0

3.7
3.3
4.5

2.7
2.7
4.2

1. 9

2.3
3.6

3.1
3.5
4.0

3.3
3.6
4.2

4.4
4.0
4.6

3.1
3.3
4.0

2.7
4.7
4.4

3.4
3.8
4.6

2.5
3.3
3.8

Anastas
Corp. Prac.
Sec. Reg,

3.8
3.7

3.2
3.7

2.9
3.1

3.4
2.8

3.5
3.3

4.0
4.1

4.1
4.4

2.9
3.4

4.2
4.0

3.3
3.2

2.0
3.4

-Brand-Trusts

4.. 6

4.7

4.-5

4.l

3. 7

4. 5. 4.6

4.3.- 3-.9.. .4.6

4.5

Danforth-Con

4.6

4.8

4.8

4.2

4.3

4.4

4.8

3.8

4.6

4.4

4.7

Daly-School

4.0

3.7

3.4

3.4

3.5

4.4

4.4

3.9

4.9

3.6

3.2

2nd YEAR

TAX
Geis
Hippee
Stine
ELECTIVES

Eckholm-Acct

3. 4

4. 4

4. 4

4 .1

4 .1

4. 5

4, 6

4 .1

4. 8

4·: 7

4. 5

Erickson-Inst

4.5

4.7

4.0

3.5

4.0

4.1

4.5

4.1

4.5

4.4

3.8

Finch-Labor

3.9

3.9

3.4

2.8

3.5

3.7

4.2

4.0

4.4

4.0

3.0

Fricker-Rem

4.4

4.4

4.3

4.1

3. 5

4.7

4.6

2.8

4.8

4.4

4.7

Green-Wills

3.7

4.1

3.1

2.6

3.0

3.5

4.4

1.7

3.5

2.8

3.5

Greener-Pens

4.3

4.0

3.5

3.4

4.2

4.1

4.6

3.6

4.7

4.5

4.0

Haines
P.Res.
EDI Dis

4.0
3.9

4.0
4.1

3.7
3.9

3.2
3.5

3.3
3.8

3.8
4.0

4.0
4.5

3.8
4.0

4.8
4.7

4.4
4.3

4.2
4.3

Hartfeldt-Envi

4.1

3.0

2.7

3.0

3.8

4.0

4.4 ·4.1

4_.7

4.1

3.3

Hay-Corp Tax

3.4

3.3

2.5

2.1

3.6

3.4

4.3

3.1

4.5

3.9

2.3

Haydock
Civ Prac
Cons Law
Civ Lit

4.6
4.8
4.7

4.4
4.7
4.4

4.4
4.4
3.9

3.9
4.1
4.1

3.6
4.0
3.8

4.4
4.7
4.6

4.7
4.8
4.6

4.3
4.1
4.1

4.6
4.8
4.8

4.2
4.6
4.5

4.5
4.3
3.7

Heidenreich
Neg Inst

4.3

4.7

4.4

3.8

4.1

4.3

4.9

4.7

4.7

4.7

4.5

~emp_h ill-Copy

4.3

4.3

4.3

3.9

3~8

4.3

4.2

4.1

4.8

4.6

4.5

Johnson-Rem

3.9

3.9

3.5

3.6

3.3

4.2

4.1

3.6

4.6

4.0

3.6

Johnstone-LoGov 3.4

4.0

3.7

2.9

2.3

3.8

4.2

3.6

4.3

3.7

3.3

3.3

4.1

3.7

3.2

3.4

3.5

4.4

3.6

4.6

3.7

3.6

Kirwin-WorkComp 4.7

4.9

4.6

4.0

3.6

4.2

4.8

4.2

4.8

4.4

4.7

Miller-Trust

4.2

4.2

3.9

3.7

3.8

4.3

4.5

4.3

4.9

4.5

3.9

Montague-Ins

4.3

4.2

4.0

3.5

3.3

4.3

4.3

3.7

4.7

4.6

4.6

Newell-Office

4.1

4.2

3.9

3.9

3.9

4.5

4.7

2.7

4.9

4.0

4.2

Oakes-Family

3.5

3.7

3.6

3.4

3.1

4.2

4.1

3.7

4.1

3.8

3.8

Oliesky-Lit

4.6

4.3

4.0

4.1

3.8

4.5

4.7

4.2

4.8

4.7

3.8

Pirsig-P.Res

4.4

4.3

3.8

3.5

3.3

4.3

4.7

3.5

4.7

3.8

4.0

Reinhardt-Ad

4.4

4.0

3.3

3.1

3.2

4.1

4.6

3.9

4.6

4.1

3.8

Silverman-Real

4.2

4.2

3.9

3.5

4.0

4.0

4.9

4.4

5.0

4.6

4.0

Steenson-Jur

4.5

4.5

3.8

3.2

3.7

3.9

4.7

4.1

4.9

4.3

4.0

Tuttle-Patent

3.9

4.3

4.0

3.6

3.7

4.3

4.8

3.7

4.7

4.3

4.3

Levy/Kampf
Bkcy

4.4

4.4

3.5

3.7

3.9

4.8

4.9

4.3

4.9

4.7

3.8

Keppel-Admin

This time around, we bring
you the hamburger. No, not
Mac's, but the hamburger as
it is foisted upon you by Twin
Cities establishments that, in
our opinion, represent a
cross section of eateries.
Before proceeding, we would
like to bring three things to
your attention. First, last
month we surveyed three
places that offered NO
hamburgers, for whatever
that's worth. Second, we like
Mac's every now and then,
and in case you're interested
there's a new Mac's in
downtown St. Paul that
doesn't have the famed
'golden arches', but has
instead, an interior designed
by one. of the cities' best
designers. And third, we
think the best hamburger is
invariably the one made at
home, with all sorts of glop
on it you never have the
courage to ask for "your
way."
If you go to the Rainbow
Cafe on south Hennepin
Avenue in Minneapolis,
you'll come real close to that.
home-made ideal. They
serve an expensive 'burger
there, but it tastes in
terms of texture, amount of
grease, size, etc - as if we
made it at home. There's
about one-third pound of real
ground beef on a very fresh
egg bun, with trench fries
and a good vinegary cole
slaw. It also costs $3.15.
But we like the Rainbow,
for the decor is striking and
Last issue I revealed the
gentle art of selecting choice
stereo components. Now it's
time for v.ou to spend those
nickels and dimes on the
best rock albums I have
listed in no particular order.
The greatest LP ever
vinylized is BUFFALO
SPRINGFIELD
AGAIN
(Atco). If you buy one album
in your life, this has to be it.
Jeff Beck TRUTH
(Epic). Beck, Wood and
Stewart in the guitar album.
Even though Beck's Yardbird beginnings are a little
too evident, this is one great
disc that is meant to be.
played loud.
HOOKFOOT (A and M).
Who? These are the guys
who originally backed Elton
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in good taste
by Jim Haigh
bold, drinks are now served
there and the people are,
well, a fascinating polyglot
of Minneapolis styles and
entertaining in themselves.
The management shows
local artists' works on the
walls as well, which is a nice
touch. The waitresses are
great urban creatures;
they're the types who would
be non-plussed if Charlie
Stenvig streaked the place.
In sum, if you don't mind
spending a little cash, you
can really enjoy the 'burger
in style at the Rainbow.
Rumors about the hamburger here are all true it's great.
From the chic of urban
Minneapolis, we went to a
small family spot on north
Snelling called The Last
Frontier. As you may have
guessed, the motif is
"western", but it is not the
plastic, homogenized style of
a Rustler steakhouse. The
management (which, incidentally, is not part of a
huge corporate franchise
system and has been in the
same family's hands for 21
years)
has created a
museum of authentic "wild
west" paraphenalia. If
balanced with an appropriate realization of the
degradation
this
paraphenalia brought to the

Native Americans, this
museum
cum
restaurant can be an
educational and quiet place
to eat an all.american
'burger.
The food, prepared in a
gleaming clean kitchen, is
simple, revolving around
beef
in
varying
manifestations. The burger
is available in half and fourth
pound baskets with fries. The
buns are fresh, the meat is as
pure as beef can be in our
society, and you can order
3.2 beer to wash it down. Our
favorite is a small steak
sandwich, and although not
quite a 'burger, it is more
satisfying. Costs are low
(comparatively) and if you
like low-key eating, then try
this place.
Across the street from The
Last Frontier stands the poor
man's Haberdashery - the
Ground Round. Here the
waitresses all read Sixteen
and maybe Glamour, and
look like waitresses in a
dating spot should, for
whatever that means. The
guys that come here look like
they're on a perpetua I date,
and the girls, well, are just
girls. After our very filling
'burger and a weak Bloody
Mary, we fled for more interesting spots, namely, the

Improper Fraction.

The Improper Fraction on
Washington Ave. in Stadium
Village - is better than the
Grou.nd Round, and has a lot
more interesting people that
frequent it. And the food is
better. It just opened last
year, and even though the
motif is Minnesota-football
oriented (probably due to the
Stadium being across the
street, doncha' think?) we
have continued to patronize
it because the fries are good
and home-made, and the
'burgers themselves come in
one-half and one-fourth
pound sizes on a dark bread
bun. Hard and soft drinks are
served - and they even have
dark beer on tap.
Negative points are the
live performers which tend
to sound like very fake Joni
Mitcliells or Tom Paxtons.
And the energy wasted on
brewing coffee could be
better spent on heating
homes; honestly, coffee
tastes terrible here.
But there are peanuts on
the table for munchies, no
hassles, and the tape
machine plays nice stuff. So
drop by for a 'burger. Just
don't order coffee.
Rumor has it that Valli
Pizza in Dinkytown has the
greasiest 'burger in town.
Believe it. Rumor also has it
that the St. Clair Broiler has
the second greasiest hamburger in town; believe that
too.
But the St. Clair Broiler is
an institution; if it ever folds

John on his early albums.
The mixing is terrible, but
the songs make up for it.
Carly
Simon
NO
SECRETS (Electra). She
undoubtdly has the most

derous rock album worth the Clapton would have been
price of admission. Turn it · helpless, which he normally
up.
is.
Poco
CANTAMOS
Judy Collins WHO
(Epic). Every one of their 12 KNOWS
WHERE
THE
releases are priceless but TIME GOES ( Electra). The
title cut was the theme of the
movie THE SUBJECT WAS
ROSES. It choked me up
then, and still does.
Doors L.A. WOMAN
by Jerry Zelesnikar
(Electra). Jim Morrison left
desirable legs in the business this one stands out. The a gap that couldn't be filled.
and the most uninhibited Eagles at their best are no
With him, the band rocks like
talent. She continues to match for these guys at their
crazy and gives the best
release great recordings.
worst.
sustained effort of its
SIEGEL-SCHWALL
Derek and the Dominoes lustrous career.
BAND (Wooden Nickel). LAYLA (Atco). Dwayne
Simon. and Garfunkle Corky Siegel is an original Allman
rescues
this
BOOKENDS
(Columbia).
and this album highlights his recording from mediocrity
Paul Simon should have
talent.
with the most sustained
retired after he teamed up
LED
ZEPPELIN
II guitar playing imaginable.
with Chrome Throat for this
(Atlantic). The only thun- Without his good deeds, Eric
adventure. Read the lyrics

Record Review

(Macalester will before it
does, probably) they'll keep
it open as a museum, with a
little sign on its door in
Walker-modern typeface
saying "Middle-class
Hamburger Establishment,
circa 1970. See also Foods,
Sociology, Colleges, Urban
Life." It serves good broiled
'burgers in about any
manifestation you'd care to
imagine. They have a Super
Charco burger with cheese
and bacon and lettuce and
tomato totalling over half
pound that is guaranteed to
give you heartburn for a
week.
Seriously, try this place.
It's the only restaurant in
town where you can see the
Highland and Macalester
cultures clash and mix. The
service is good, prices are
reasonable, it's open until
midnight, and there is no
hassle about studying even law.
In sum, there are other
spots in the Twin Cities that
serve 'burgers but they are
also known for other things
as well, e.g. Pracna•s for
atmosphere, steaks, or
Annie's Parlour for shakes,
and sundaes. We'll get to
those later in the year. But
try
the
one's
we've
suggested, and let us know if
you have a favorite 'burger
spot.

here; they actually mean
something.
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band UNCLE CHARLIE AND HIS
DOG CHARLIE ( LibertyUA). There is nothing at all
wrong
with
this
performance.
LEE MICHAELS (A and
M). This is his third album,
which delivers the punch
that his first two only
promised. This studio- live
disc is unbelievable and his
version of "Stormy Monday"
is pricless.
Rolling Stones - LET IT
BLEED (London). The
Stones have been doing a
great job over the years, but
this one stands the test of
time better than any of them.

Architect's rendering of VICTORIA CROSSING Shopping Mall.
According to the latest
issue of The Grand Gazette a
new shopping mall is to be
located one block south of the
Mitchell campus on the

corner of Grand Avenue and
Victoria. Architect Jim
Wengler is the prime mover
in the development of the
mall. Wengler has purchased

the old Ford body shop
directly behind the Victoria
Crossing building at 867
Grand. He plans to incorporate the two buildinqs

into one mall. The exterior of
the two buildings will be
retained as much as possible
but the interior of the Ford
building will be extensively

transformed. The projected
opening of the mall is August
1977.
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Open Daily

164 N. Snelling Ave.
near Selby 644-3333
•
Noon-Midnight & 5 Sunday

FREE PITCHER OF BEER
ith Each 2 Dinners in our
LOOK OF THE 30's DINING ROOM
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